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 For pharmaceutical industry, shellac (SHL) has been used for moisture 

protection, glossing, while the use for enteric coating of pharmaceutical products has greatly 

declined.  Severe problems associated with enteric properties are less solubility at pH of 

intestine and less stability of SHL. The objective of this research was to solve the problems by 

fabrication of ester derivatives of SHL through solid-state reaction. Cyclic anhydrides (CAHs), 

including succinic anhydride (SUCA), phthalic anhydride (PHTA), trimellitic anhydride (TMTA), 

were employed to esterify with SHL by grinding with heat treatment. The result showed that 

small molecule CAHs (SUCA) could easily esterify with SHL under low annealing temperature 

while the larger molecule CAHs (PHTA and TMTA) need higher annealing temperature for 

esterification. Acid value of all SHL esters was increased as prolonging of annealing time, 

especially shellac succinate (SHL-SUC) and shellac phthalate (SHL-PHT) while percent 

insoluble solid of SHL-SUC and SHL-PHT was lower than 2% w/w but that of shellac 

trimellitate (SHL-TMT) was higher than 35 % w/w, suggesting the better esterification of 

SUCA and PHTA while a failure of aging protection by TMTA. The formation of shellac esters 

was also confirmed by PXRD, DSC, FTIR and NMR spectroscopy. SHL-SUC and SHL-PHT 

were chosen to further investigate the enteric properties and stability of films and coated 

tablets. The result indicated that all shellac films demonstrated good gastric and moisture 

protection. In addition, the solubility of SHL-SUC and SHL-PHT films was increased in lower 

pH and the elasticity of these films was enhanced, as compared to SHL. The SHL-SUC and 

SHL-PHT coated tablets showed rapidly drug release. For stability test, SHL-PHT 

demonstrated better stability, as compared to SHL and SHL-SUC. The more steric effect of 

rigid aromatic ring of phthalic moiety might cause the separation of shellac chain and thus 

reduced the inter chain polymerization. In conclusion, the improved enteric properties and 

stability of modified shellac could be achieved under the concept of “green chemistry”. 
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